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FOREWORD
i
t	 This study was conducted for the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center and directed by
z	 Contracting Officer's Representatives (COR), Mssrs. Reuben Taylor and Gordon
Rysavy. Grumman Aerospace Corporation's study manager.. was Mr. John Mockovciak Jr.
This final report is presented in seven volumes:
I^
Volume 1 - Executive Summary
i	 Volume 2	 - Satellite and Services User Model
Volume 2A - Satellite and Services User Model Appendix
Volume 3 - Service Equipment Requirements
Volume 3A
	
Service Equipment Requirements - Appendix
1
Volume 4 - Service Equipment concepts
1
Volume 5 - Programmatics
A Satellite User Model (SUM) was initially de ,: z,ioped to assess the extent of satellite
h
	
	 service needs (e.g. deployment, retrieval, exam, or repair) and potential manned,
remote, and automated involvement called for by sat ellAes / payloads within the user
model. Appendix A documents the SUM; Appendix B contains the services needs
assessment; Appendix C details the extent of manned, remote, and automated
involvement; and Appendix D contains an update of the SUM which is consistent wit) the
S/SUM reported in Volume 2 of this final report.
J
ACRONYMS
Abbreviations and acronyms used frequently throughout the Satellite Services
System Analysis Study (SSSAS) are defined as follows
ACS - Attitude Control System
AFD- Aft Flight Deck
ASM - All Sky Monitor
AKAF - Advanced X-Tay Astrophysics Facility
CCTV - Closed Circuit Television
C & DH - Command & Data Handling
C & DL - Command & Data Link
C/O - Checkout
DDT&E - Design, Development, Test & Evaluation
DoD - Department of Defense
DOS' - Degrees of Freedom
EMU - Extra-Vehicular Mobility Unit
EVA - Extra Vehicular Activity
FSS - Flight Support System
GAC - Grumman Aerospace Corporation
GBO - Geosynchronous Earth Orbit
GRAVSAT - Earth Gravity Field Survey Mission
GRO - Gamma Ray Observatory
GSE - Ground Support Equipment
HEAO - High Energy Astronomy Observatory
HPA - Handling & Positioning Aid
IR - Infrared
IRAD - Independent Research and Development
IUS - Inertial Upper Stage
IVA - Internal Vehicular Activity
JSC - Johnson Space Center
KSC - Kennedy Space Center
LAPC - Large Area Proportional Counter
^a
vt, lt*
LASS - Largo Amplitude Space Simulator
LASSII - Low Altitude Satellite Studies of Ionospheric Irregularities
LBO - Low Earth Orbit
LOS Line-Of-Sight
M01- - Manipulator Development facility
MYR - Manipulator ]loot Restraint
MMS Multimission Modular Spacecraft
MMU Manned Maneuvering Chit 	 4
MRV - Manned Reconnaissance Vehicle
MTV - Maneuverable Television
NOS$ - National Oceanic Satellite System
OAO - Orbiting Astronomical Observatory
0130 - Onboard Checkout
OCC - Operations Control Center
OCV - Open Cherry Picker
OMS - Orbital Maneuvering System
PAM A -- Payload Assist Module (type) A
PAM D - payload Assist Module (type) D
1> IDA - payload Installation & Deployment Aid
PM I / I I - MMS Propulsion Module I & 11
POCC- Payload Operations Control Center
POM - Proximity Operations Module
RCS . Reaction Control System
RMS - Remote Manipulating System
ROM - hough Order of Magnitude
S/C Sparecraft
S1&I - System Engineering & Integration
SMM •- Solar Maximum Mission
SRM - Solid Rocket Motor
SSS - Satellite Services System
SSSAS - Satellite Services System Analysis Study
S/S - Subsystem
S/SUM Satellite and Services User Model
STS - Special Test Equipment
STS Space 'Transportation System
TDRS(S) - Tracking &,Data Relay Satellite (System)
to
Vi
TMS - Teleoperator Maneuvering System
TV - Television
UARS - Upper Atmospheric Research Satellite
UV - Ultraviolet
VSS - Versatile Service Stage
WITS - Work Breakdown Structure
WETF - Weightless Environment Training Facility
WIF - Water Immersion Facility
WRU - Work Restraint Unit







A Satellite User Model (SUM) was generated to identify future satellite programs and
orbital payloads which could potentially benefit from satellite services performed by the
Shuttle Orbiter. Appendix A presents the Satellite User Model that was compiled and
used to assess satellite servicing needs and the extent of manned involvement required
to perform these service functions.
Reference documents, telephone contacts, and visits to several satellite sponsoring
organizations were used to identify a data base of more than 200 satellites and payloads
(planned to be operational from 1981 to 2000). The listing excludes multiple satellite
launches, revisits, and retrievals that may be associated with various satellite
programs.
Deference documents used to develop the Satellite User Model included
• NASA 5 year plan (1981 - 1985)
• STS Flight Assignment Baseline
• Battelle Low Energy Mission Model
• Future planning; documents (OSTA, OSS, etc.)
• OAST Space System Technology Model
• DoD Mission Catalog
• NORAD Spacecraft Identification Listing
Pages A3 through A27 document the Satellite User Model, which is presented by
planned year of launch. Included with each satellite lasting are the following pertinent
S
data relating physical and mission characteristics
• SAT. NO. - Satellite number as referenced in NASA OAST Space System
Technology Model, May 1980
SPONSORING ORGANIZATION W Refers to NASA Program Office, Military,








o CATEGORY - A (Approved) - Missions which have been authorized for implementation
P (Planned) - Missions designated as possible now starts within the
next a years
C (Candidate) - Missions considered for possible initiation within
10 years
.. O (Opportunity) Potential missions for start beyond ten years
and/or those missions of a speculative nature.
,'




• Delivery Orbit Orbit altitude at deployment by the Orbiter (Kilometers)
• Final Orbit - Satellite operational orbit altitude (km) and inclination (Degrees)
• Launch Site - Eastern test range (Cape Kennedy) or Western test range
(Tltandenbu 'M °)
• Carrier - Upper stage used to boost payload to final orbit or to support payload
in delivery orbit
• Manif Number - NASA flight assignment manifest flight number, June 1980
• File Number The prefix code is unique to each satellite and data source
reference as follows:
NASA = NASA STS Mission Model, Oct 1977
- LEP = Low Energy Payload Model, Sept 1979
- MDC = Mission Data Catalog, Oct 1979
- STP = Space Technology Program (selected unclassified missions)
- FAM = NASA Flight Assignment Manifest, Jude 1980
- STM = NASA Space Systems Technology Model, May 1980
- AVN = Aviation Week
FROM MISSION DATA CATALOG







- GSC = Goddard Space Flight Center reports, July 1984
- 5 Xr = Vivo Year Flan (1981 - 1985)
- A&A = Astronaul*ics and Aeronautics.
The activities reported herein wore supported by Grumman's Independent Rosearch
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ASSESSMENT OF SATELLITE SERVICE NEEDS
Appendix B provides an assessment of the service needs for each of the satellites/
payloads in the Satellite User Mod(;l (SUM). The satellite/ payload entries in the SUM






• Support - Maintenance
• Support Resupply
• Support - .Reconfiguration
• Earth Return.
Satellite/ payload listings ar^ presented on pages B2 through B27 and applicable
service functions are identified. Appropriate acronyms are:
A Service function, approved bused on satellites/payloads known to
be requesting the service function
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ASSESSMENT OF MANNED, REMOTE, & AUTOMATED INVOLVEMENT
Appendix C details the extent of manned involvement required to perform service
functions beneficial to the candidate satellites/payloads. The activities reported herein
were supported by Grumman's Independent Research and Development (IRAD) efforts.
Each satellite/payload in the SUM was assessed for:
• Direct Manned Involvement (M)
o Remote with man-in-the-loop (R)
o Automated, hands-off operations (A).
Pages C6 through C31 assess the extent of manned involvement for the top level
service functions of Deployment, Examination, Retrieval and Support-Cheek-out, and
Repair. Figure Cl lists the servicing options identified for each top level service
function and the acronyms used in the tabular listings that follow.
Various servicing options for each of the top level service functions (e.g. Deploy-
ment, Retrieval, Support) were, identified and assessed, if applicable., for each satellite
listing. The servicing options themselves connote the extent of manned involvement,
being either Direct (M), Remote (R), or totally Automated (A) operations.
Service
Function Servicing Option Acronym
e Deployment via Stared Energy System DBPL BUY
Deployment • Deployment via Undooking DEPb UDK
s Deployment via Remote Manipulator System IJEPL RMS
a	 Examination via Remote Manipulator EXAM EVA
System (Payload is attached to Orbiter)
Examination * Examination via Manned Free Flyer EXAM MFF
(Satellite is remote from Orbiter)
® Examination via Unmanned Free Flyer EXAM UFF
(Satellite is remote from Orbiter)
•	 Retrieval via Remote Manipulator System RETV RMS
Retrieval
® Retrieval via Unmanned Free Flyer RETV UFF
Support w	 Checkout/Repair while satellite is C/O RPR OA
Orbiter attached and performed via:
- Extra Vehicular Activity EVA
- ,Manned iFree Flyer MFF
- Remote Manipulator System RMS
Checkout and o	 Checkout/Repair while satellite is C/O RPR OS
Repair separated from Orbiter and performed via:
- Manned Free Flyer MFF
-- Unmanned Free Flyer UFF
e . Checkout/Repair involving Space C/O RPR PLT
Platform operations and performed via:
- EVA Closed Cabin E/C:
- Manned Free Flyer MFF
- Remote Manipulator System RMS
Fig. C1 Servicing Options for Deployment, Exv.mination, Retrieval, and Support Checkout and Repair
C-2
rages C32 through C57 assess the extent of manned involvement for top level
service functions of Support-Maintenance and Support-Resupply. Figure C2 lists the
applicable servicing options for each top level service function and the acronyms used in





• Maintenance of satellites while Orbiter 	 MAI NT OA




- Manned Free Flyer	 MFF
Remote Manipulator System	 RMS
• Maintenance of satellites while separated	 MAY NO OS
from Orbiter and performed via:
Support-
Maintenance - Manned Free Flyer MFF
- Unmanned Free Flyer UFF
e	 Maintenance of satellites involving MAT NT PLT
Platform operations and performed via:
- FVA Closed Cabin E/C
- Manned Free Flyer MFF
- Remote Manipulator System RMS
*	 Resupply of satellite while Orbiter RES PLY OA
attached and performed via;
- Extra Vehicular Activities EVA
- Manned Free Flyer MFF
Support-
Resupply - Remote Manipulator System RMS
d	 Resupply of satellite while separated RES PLY OS
from Orbiter and performed via:
- Manned Free Flyer MFF
- Unmanned Free Flyer UFF
a
Service
Function	 Servicing Option	 Acronym
Resupply of satellite involving Plat- 	 RH1 PLY PLT
form operations and performed via:
Support-
Resupply	 - SVA Closed Cabin	 S/C
(cont'd)
- Manned Free Flyer	 MFF
w Unmanned Free Flyer 	 UFF
Fig, CZ Servicing Options for Support•Mcintonanca and Support-Resupply
iFagan C58 through C83 assess the extent of manned involvement for the top level.
service functions of Support-Reconfiguration and Earth Return. Figure O3 lists the
applicable servicing options for each top level service function Lind the acronyms used in









e Reconfiguration of satellite while
Orbiter attached and performed via t
Extra Vehicular Activity
- Manned Free ;Flyer
- Remote Manipulator System
e Reconfiguration of satellite while
separated from orbiter and performed via:
Manned Free Flyer
- Unmanned Free Flyer
* Reconfiguration of satellite involving
Platform operations and performed via;
- Extra Vehicular Activity
- Manned Free Ylyer
Unmanned Free Flyer
e Earth Return via Orbiter; Satellite
is attached to Orbiter and performed via:
Extra Vehicular Activities























o	 Earth Return via Propulsion Stage- ER PRO PRB
propulsion stage is attached while
t3W „+ satellite is attached to Orbiter
anus, performed via:
- Extra Vehicular Activities EVA
- Manned Free Flyer MFF
Earth
Return - Demote Manipulator System RMS
a	 Earth Return via Propulsion Stage - ER PRO RMT
propulsion stage is attached while
the satellite is separated from the
Orbiter and performed via:
- Extra Vehicular Activity EVA
- Unmanned Free Flyer UFF
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SATELLITE USER MODEL UPDATE
r.	 As a consequence of developing the Satellite and Services User Model (S/SUM)
reported in Volume 2, an update of the baseline Satellite User Model (SUM) of Appendix A
was performed to make it consistent with the S/SUM.
The baseline SUM was modified to delete "softly-defined" satellite programs (those which
could not be better substantiated) and to add satellite launchings assumed for 111ter time
frames. New launchings were slotted for the late 80's and 90's time frames based on the
observations that, for many satellite programs, the operations were to extend over a
limited period. Although not noted in the current plan, continuing investigations might
be warranted.
xor example, the. Advan lrGA -;~may .-tronomical Facility (AXAF) was identified as a
satellite to be launched in 198 1 , revisited at yearly intervals, and returned to earth in
1990 for refurbishment and reconfiguration. The program did not identify plans beyond
that point. The "advocacy position", taken in developing the S/SUM, assumed that the
satellite would be relaunched in 1991 to continue scientific investigations and maintained
on-orbit for another five years. The second AXAF launching was then added to the
baseline SUM and is reflected in this appendix.
The updated SUM is shown on pages D-3 thru D-41 using a .format similar to that
presented in Appendix A. Each satellite listing includes the following pertinent
information:
e SAT. NO. - Satellite number as referenced in NASA OAST Space System
Technology Model, May 1980
X
}	 • SPONSORING ORGANIZATION - Refers to NASA Program Office, Military,
l	
Foreign, or Private sources
• CATEGORY - A (Approved) - Missions which have been authorized for imple-
mentation
- CATEGORY P (Planned) Missions designated as possible new starts within




C (Candidate) - Missions considered for possible Initiation
within 10 years
" C (Opportunity) - Potential missions for start beyond ten years and/or





* Delivery Orbit - Orbit altitude at deployment by Orbiter (km)
• Final Orbit -	 Satellite operational orbit altitude (km) and inclination
(Degrees)




Last three digits represent the year of launch, e.g. 087 1987
• Carrier -	 Upper stage used to boost payload to final orbit or to support
payload in delivery orbit.
• Manif Number
	 NASA Flight Assignment Manifest flight number, June 1980
• File Number -	 Prefix letters are unique to each satellite and data source
reference:
- NASA = NASA STS Mission Model, Oct 1977
- LEP = Low 'Energy Payload Model, Sept 1979
- P,.DC = Mission Data Catalog, Oct 1979
- STP = Space Technology Program (selected unclassified missions)
-, FAM NASA Flight Assignment Manifest, June 1980
- STM = NASA Space Systems Technology Model, May 1980
- AVN = Aviation Week
FROM MISSION DA7'1s CATALOG
- MML MMS mission List, June 1980
- GSF = Goddard Space, Flight Center reports, July 1980
i	 - 5 Yr = Five Year Plan (1981 - 1985)
A&A = Astronautics & Aeronautics.
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